DT-2 DIGITAL TUNER

7-Octave Auto Chromatic Performance in a Handy New Design

Shown here at actual size, the DT-2 boasts digital accuracy, LED meter precision, and automatic hands-free operation—from KORG, the digital tuner expert.
Automatic Hands-Free Operation
No longer do you need to select a note on the tuner before you adjust your instrument’s pitch. The DT-2 meter indicates not only the accuracy of pitch but also the name of the note being played. This “auto chromatic” capability leaves your hands free for quick and efficient tuning.

Digital Accuracy
New digital technology gives the DT-2 the measurement precision that you expect from Korg. The frequency of each note is compared to a rock steady reference, revealing the slightest deviation from correct pitch.

LED Meter Precision and Reliability
Instead of a needle, the DT-2 uses an LED meter to indicate tuning accuracy. Korg’s LED system is more reliable because it is free of the wear and friction of mechanical devices. And it’s easier to read, no matter what angle you view it from. The DT-2’s glowing LED indication is highly legible even in the dark. A green LED at the center of the meter confirms perfect tuning.

Performance Oriented Features
Keep playing while connected to the tuner—it’s easy since the DT-2 has a bypass jack for output to your amp or mixing console. A built-in microphone handles acoustic instruments. The center LED blinks to warn you when the batteries need replacement.

Ergonomic Design in Five Colors
Built for comfortable handling, the DT-2 features a practical ergonomic design. Five colors are available.

Seven Octave Range
Any instrument, from contrabass to piccolo, is easily tuned using the DT-2. This compact tuner’s pitch pickup range covers seven octaves (C1 through B7).

Standard Pitch Calibration
Not everyone uses the same standard pitch. With the DT-2, you can calibrate the tuner to any frequency from 438Hz through 445Hz. Just a touch of your finger changes the reference in 1Hz steps. So you can quickly adjust response to handle particular performance requirements.

**KORG DIGITAL TUNER SERIES**

- Equipped with Metronome Function. Korg’s State-of-the-Art Digital Tuner
- Four Octave Tone Generator in a Cassette-Size Digital Tuner

**DT-2 SPECIFICATIONS**
- MEASUREMENT RANGE: 32.7 to 3961.07Hz (C1 to B7), 7 octave
- MEASUREMENT PRECISION: ±0.5 cent
- INDICATION RESOLUTION: 2 cent (+20 cent to +20 cent), 10 cent (+50 cent to −21 cent)/+20 cent to +50 cent)
- CALIBRATION RANGE: A4 (440Hz) ±4500Hz
- DISPLAY LEDS: 26 for LED meter (10 cent steps for −50 to −21 cent and +21 to +50 cents, 2 cent steps for −50 to +50 cents)
- 12 note name and calibrated standard pitch LEDs, 1 LED for C0 cent indication
- CONNECTIONS: INPUT, BYPASS
- POWER SUPPLY: 9V COIN BATTERY
- DIMENSIONS: 116 (W) × 73.3 (D) × 38.5 (H) mm
- COLOR CHOICE: Black, White, Blue, Pink, Yellow
- SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES: 6F22 Battery

**NOTICE**
Korg products are manufactured under strict specifications and variations required by each country. These products are warranted by the Korg distributor only in each country. Any Korg product not sold with a warranty card or carrying serial number despatches the product sold from the manufacturer/distributor to any personal protection and safety.
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DT-2 DIGITAL TUNER

7-Octave Auto Chromatic Performance in a Handy New Design

Shown here at actual size, the DT-2 boasts digital accuracy, LED meter precision, and automatic hands-free operation—from KORG, the digital tuner expert.
Compact Auto Chromatic Tuning Convenience for Every Instrument

Automatic Hands-Free Operation
No longer do you need to select a note on the tuner before you adjust your instrument’s pitch. The DT-2 meter indicates not only the accuracy of pitch but also the name of the note being played. This “auto chromatic” capability leaves your hands free for quick and efficient tuning.

Digital Accuracy
New digital technology gives the DT-2 the measurement precision that you expect from Korg. The frequency of each note is compared to a rock steady reference, revealing the slightest deviation from correct pitch.

LED Meter Precision and Reliability
Instead of a needle, the DT-2 uses an LED meter to indicate tuning accuracy. Korg’s LED system is more reliable because it is free of the wear and friction of mechanical devices. And it’s easier to read, no matter what angle you view it from. The DT-2’s glowing LED indication is highly legible even in the dark. A green LED at the center of the meter confirms perfect tuning.

Performance Oriented Features
Keep playing while connected to the tuner—it’s easy since the DT-2 has a bypass jack for output to your amp or mixing console. A built-in microphone handles acoustic instruments. The center LED blinks to warn you when the batteries need replacement.

Ergonomic Design in Five Colors
Built for comfortable handling, the DT-2 features a practical ergonomic design. Five colors are available.

Seven Octave Range
Any instrument, from contrabass to piccolo, can easily be tuned using the DT-2. This compact tuner’s pitch pickup range covers seven octaves (C1 through B7).

Standard Pitch Calibration
Not everyone uses the same standard pitch. With the DT-2, you can calibrate the tuner to any frequency from 438Hz through 445Hz. Just touch your fingers to the frequency display, and the LED will change color to indicate pitch deviation in 1Hz steps. So you can quickly adjust the tuning to handle particular performance requirements.

KORG DIGITAL TUNER SERIES
Equipped with Metronome Function. Korg’s State-of-the-Art Digital Tuner

Four Octave Tone Generator in a Cassette-Size Digital Tuner

DT-2 SPECIFICATIONS
- MEASUREMENT RANGE: 32.70 to 3951.07Hz (C1 to B7), 7 octaves
- MEASUREMENT PRECISION: ±0.5 cent
- INDICATION RESOLUTION: 2 cent (±0.1 to ±0.5 cent), 10 cent (±50 to ±0.1, ±0.5 cent)
- CALIBRATION RANGE: A4=440Hz to A4=445Hz (±1Hz step)
- DISPLAY LEDs: 36 for LED meter (10 cent steps for ±0.1 to ±0.5 cent and ±50 to ±0.1 cent, 2 cent steps for +20 to +20 cents), 12 note names and calibrated standard pitch LEDs, 1 LED for octave indication
- CONNECTIONS: INPUT, BYPASS
- POWER SUPPLY: 9VDC 6F22BATTERY
- WEIGHT: 125g (including battery)
- DIMENSION: 160(W) × 73.3(D) × 36.5(H) mm
- COLOR CHOICE: Black, White, Blue, Pink, Yellow
- SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES: 6F22 Battery

*Specifications and features are subject to change without notice for further improvement.
*Color reproduction in printed materials may differ from actual product appearance.

KORG EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR IN ENGLAND
KORG (UK),
32-34, Gordon House Road, London NWS 1NE
Phone: 01-267 5152

NOTICE
Korg products are manufactured under strict specifications and standards prescribed by each country. These products are warranted by the Korg distributor only in each country. Any Korg product not sold with a warranty card or carrying serial number does not qualify for the manufacturer/distributor’s warranty and liability. This requirement is for your own protection and safety.
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